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23 Aug 2016 9:46 AM Faith24 am Faith24 Deal Addict 29 Feb 2012 2012 1455 upvotes Richmond Aug 23, 2016 9:46 am RSole Wrote I dunno, Magnesium ignites at about 475 degrees (not sure F or C), but well above boiling. Warm to temperatures are under extreme pressure, which is relieved by the
safety valve in the hot water tank before reaching the combustion temperature of the mag. In a laboratory in a pressure vessel that can withstand a stress of water plus 400 degrees, I can imagine burning magnesium, but not in a hot water tank, even if the stem is pure magnesium. 2016 11:04 am
beeknight Deal Addict February 1, 2009 1230 Post 377 upvotes August 23, 2016 11:04 am jm1 Write: ↑If you have soft water, it erodes faster. Thanks to the OP for this thread. I think the fabric softener will help extend the life of water heaters and other appliances (such as dishwashers), as it will help
reduce sludge accumulation? The OP's review led me to Google and found this - so it worked in both ways: the life of the selfless anode, based on water quality, tank consumption, water temperature and the quality of the tank - meant it was well built. When salt is added to water (as in soft water), the
anode will erode faster. Do not weaken to zero, leaving 50-120 ppm of hardness. This may require plumbing to add soft water (see the full article here). If my consciousness has to go, It is my job to keep it to myself 24 Aug 2016 7:50 pm mydssbin member May 16, 2004 489 post 92 upvotes over August
24, 2016 7:50 pm After about 7 - 8 years sorry for the larger picture, I do not know how to resize August 25, 2016 8:56 am Everylittlecent Deal Addict May 28, 2009 1393 Post 355 upvotes Ottawa Aug 25th, 2016 8:56 am I changed the sacrificial anode a few years ago. Click the link in my signature to take
you to that thread. Changing the anode for road travel HWT 15K km Car rental in Europe 25 August 2016 12:13 am RSole Banned November 20, 2009 1323 Post 958 upvotes 39.0392°N, 125.7625 ... 2016 12:13 pm Sounds like we need Mythbusters to review their exploding hot water tank demo (where
they disable all safety features), but this time with an anode magnesium bar burning inside [/quote] it's hard to do, impossible to ignite and put into a tank while burning. Members Jul 26, 2010 919 Post 86 upvotes Eastern Ontario October 22nd, 2016 1:43 pm Canadian source known for aluminum/zinc
positive terminals? RSole wrote: ↑Why are aluminum rods so inferior from Randy at plbg.com: There are so many comments here that are half wrong and half that I feel compelled to add my own. I'm Randy Schuyler. I don't like aluminum for more than that. Magnesium has a higher driving current, so it
protects the tank better than aluminum, but moreover, its corrosion properties prevail. When the aluminum anode connector is enlarged, it is larger than the original diameter, which can make it entertaining to try to remove it for later inspection. Often it separates from the main wire and the snag at the
bottom of the top of the heater when you try to remove it, and it generates about a thousand times the original volume in the corrosion byproduct, which falls on the bottom of the heater to increase the sediment accumulation. If you have the misfortune to need water in an emergency, it will wait there, the
first thing that leaves the drainage valve and it is unhealthy. British doctors experimented with aluminum cookware after World War I and found the metal washed down in stagnant water and caused stomach ulcers and arthritis-like symptoms. For smell problems, do not replace the magnesium anode with
pure aluminum anode, or you will be disappointed. The correct item is anode aluminum/zinc, 92 percent zinc, 7 percent zinc, other metals, 1 percent. The problem with aluminum is the same as the top and requires precautions when using water for cooking to drink. The reason for not using pure zinc is
that it reverses the terminal in hot water and eats the heater instead of protecting it. October 22, 2016 2:26 pm jm1 [OP] Addiction Deals January 5, 2003 4212 Post 3508 upvotes Toronto October 22, 2016 2:26 pm Now $4.26 in some places (change your shop at homedepot.ca)! October 24, 2016 1:04
pm plg_cp member September 20, 2006 243 Post 80 upvotes October 24th, 2016 1:04 pm Added to YMMV in the sense that Gloucester (Ottawa) HD this entry is $14.99, but aluminum rods according to des entry. I ended up going through it and buying magnesium rods at Lowes for $29 because my tank
came with one magnesium. Also, perhaps, the attention of some people is obviously most likely, you can determine whether your existing rod is aluminum or magnesium without removing it by checking if there is a collision on top of the nut. If the top of the hexagonal nut it is smooth, it is probably the most
aluminum, and if it is hit, it is almost certainly magnesium (source; do the search for bump). 2016 17:32 Aqnd Deal Fanatic Apr 20, 2011 7747 Post 2700 upvotes on October 24, 2016 5:32 pm, stumbled across the mine while doing other work on a water heater (long story short - plastic drainage valve
shattered when the object fell down - turning into metal - turning into metal) A big mess to drain because I had no choice but to pull the stub out and let it flow everywhere) and tell the head of these rusts like crazy. Keep dry in the air even though it may be humid October 29, 2016 12:26 pm Gumby Deal
Addiction Sep 22 2005 3881 Post-3026 upvotes Ottawa Oct 29, 2016 12:26 pm According to a link prepared by plg_cp above to determine whether the anode rod is aluminum or magnesium with the top bump, the exception is Rheem and the sub-brands of Ruud/Richmond and General Electrics made
before 2015, as we know Rheem usually uses, although there is no positive bump on the top of the terminal. I have a Rheem tank 2011 and have magnesium rods without bump. I checked it a few weeks ago and a little has eroded in more than 5 years and I expect it to last at least 5 or more years before
reviewing, I expect to replace it after 5 years, but to my pleasant surprise there is a slight corrosion, so always check first. Here's the information I get from Rheem's technical service bulletin: R-tech anode rods have been developed to operate in a variety of waters without being sensitive to water
conditions. This anode, or change there, has been used for more than 15 years in gas water heaters with minimal problems with odor. By inventing rheem resistance electric heating elements, now use Rtech anode rods in electric water heaters. I actually just came back from HD on the Baseline (since I
was in space) looking at this very anode stick. This shop has a small 42-inch aluminum rod from Eastman and 34 large magnesium rods (no top bump) for the same price at $14.99, a large, untitled rod with only an AP11526Y-1 sticker with a 0.900x34.375. This version of -1 was discontinued and replaced
with -2 October 29, 2016 6:01 pm pangus Newbie November 4, 2003 66 Post Toronto October 29, 2016 6:01 pm iCanFly416 wrote: ↑Ideas to weigh on the use of antiseize (copper type) on topics? Concerns about mixing water with anti-seizure, I would doubt jm1 write: ↑ iCanFly416 write: ↑ Any ideas to
weigh on the use of antiseize (copper type) on the topic? Concerns about mixing water with anti-seizure, I would doubt. If you mean Or the anti-seizure compound isn't for water pipes. That's for steel wheels and other automotive applications (mainly) for water pipes, use only teflon tape or dope pipes, I
bought a food grade anti-seizure from the U.S. years ago, thinking that I would use it for it. Since then I've had two new tanks for 2 houses, so don't take it, that's what I'm going to use on my water heater next year for the new anode. October 31, 2016 12:23 pm Striker317 Sr. Member September 26, 2006
808 Post 189 upvotes North Yorkshire October 31, 2016 12:23 pm 2 More left at the Gerrard Square Home Depot location in Toronto for $4.26 as of Saturday afternoon. Note: This post may contain affiliate links, which means that it is free of charge for you, we may receive a small commission for
purchases. When your water smells sulfur, it is often associated with anode rods in your hot water heater. This rod is designed to attract corrosive elements, prolonging the life of your heater. You need to change these rods periodically and have the option to pick up the same type of rod or another bar,
such as an anode-driven rod. What is anode driven rod? Anode-driven rods are unsecured rods (meaning not deteriorating like normal anode rods), which use electrical pulses to manipulate corrosive elements in your water. These pulses spread harmful electrons, preventing them from accumulating
along the lining of your tank. Overall, there are quite a few advantages in using anode-driven rod. They do not decompose, prevent ingesting smelly water (by killing anaerobic bacteria that lead to a rotten egg smell). Probably the best anode-driven rods today made by Corro-Protec, their anode-driven rods
come in 3 different sizes to perfectly match the size of your water heater tank. Other models, such as the more expensive CerAnode extension rod, can be used to replace both your regular sacrificial anode rods and your hot water outlet rod. They are often somewhat more expensive than sacrificed rods,
so they may not be the best option for every home. However, if you're worried about the smell of rotten eggs accumulating in your hot water or rather a minimal maintenance on your heater, this is the perfect solution driven with a selfless anode rod – which is better? As mentioned above, the anode-driven
rod is worth the cost, but may not be suitable in all circumstances. Also, you may not want to change the rods, which are still good just to get the benefits of the driven rods. So how do you know what's best for your situation? This side-by-side comparison helps. Comparison of anode-driven anode rod
RodNormal Anode Sacrifice The corrosion element of UsageScatters in the corrosion element of tankAttracts in the Tank Lifespan6 + year in the tank, mainly 4-5 years, but may be 2-10 years under certain circumstances Antibacteria EffectivenessExcellentModerate / Excellent for PowerRe zinc rods. Low
power outletquires need to work out how to send an electrical pulse into water that affects ion-on-the-metal particles that cause corrosion, which consumes the stem over time; CostHigh (usually $100 to $250), very low (low (zinc composite); low/medium (magnesium) BenefitSRemoves. Sulfur Odor Co.,
Ltd. Maintenance to clear, prolong the life of the sulfur odor control, prolong the life of the tank; How to change an anode rod (6 steps) 5 Your water heater signal may need to change.
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